
RCII – Settings Menu
The Settings menu allows RCII users to customize the Index (essentially creating new indices). You can 

customize the RCII by removing countries from the calculations, or by changing weights of dimensions. NOTE: 

once countries have been removed in the RCII, they cannot be added back in without refreshing to the default 

index (by clicking the flame icon in the upper left hand tutorial; see Navigation Tutorial).

Additional flexibility is built into the selection option of the 

tool. Clear countries and add countries or clusters back in 

with one click.

Click ‘x” next to country name to 

remove country from list
Clear countries

Recalculate 

the RCII after 

making your 

selections

Add countries or clusters



RCII – Settings Menu
Change the weight of any variable and recalculate the index with the new weights table. In the weights 

menu, click on the relative percentage of the variable you wish to adjust, and type in the new value.   

To return to the default weighted values, click on reset weights. 

Default weights

Reset to original

Adjusted weights. NOTE: 

you must make sure your 

new weights add up to 

100%



RCII – Settings Menu
The RCII is compiled of data which can vary in availability.  You may alter the Index to reflect differing levels of 

tolerance for missing values. 

Enter your desired percentage 

for tolerance of missing data 

and click the Recalculate 

Index button on the top right 

of the Settings screen and the 

Index will be recalculated to 

reflect the new level.

To return to the default tolerance level (85%), return to the 

Settings menu, change the percentage back to 85, and click 

Recalculate Index.

Set tolerance percentage.

NOTE: to get countries with 

less than 85% available data, 

you will need to use 

Advanced Options to first 

remove the precalculated data 

threshold.



RCII – Settings Menu

New for the 2019 RCII, the Settings Tab also allows users to load in instance of a customized index created using the 

Build Your Own Index (BYOI) function. See the Build Your Index Tutorial for more details.

Users will have access to any publicly available 

instance of the RCII, as well as any database they 

customize using the BYOI functionality. 

Current publicly available instances are called “prod”, 

which uses standard RCII weights and structure and 

is pre-calculated to the 85% data threshold, and 

“allcountries”, which uses standard RCII weights and 

structure and is pre-calculated with no data threshold. 

While there is currently no way to make an instance 

you create a public instance, you can share the name 

of your customized index with classmates or 

colleagues and they will be able to see your instance.

Public Instances 

and Your Private 

Instances

Load your 

Chosen Instance


